f(z) = X anzn = (1 -2) L s"zn with radius of convergence 1, we wish to study the relations between the sequence (s) and its associated function f(z) which may be considered as a transformation T(s). Direct (or Abelian) theorems conclude from the sequence (s) to the transformation T(s), while Tauberian theorems infer conclusions from the behavior of T(s) to the behavior of (s) under specified additional conditions (Tauberian conditions).
For the special transformation T which transforms (s) into f(z) according to (1.1) we distinguish two types of Tauberian theorems. Tauberian theorems of real character use assumptions about/(z) where z is on the real axis, and have real Tauberian conditions ; for example lim f(z) = s and an ^ 0 implies lim s" = s.
z-»l-0 n->»
In this paper we are concerned with Tauberian theorems of complex character in which the assumptions on/(z) are essentially complex. One of these complex Tauberian theorems was given first by Fatou [3, p. 389]:
Theorem A. If the function f(z) defined by (1.1) is regular at z = \ and a"->0 (n-><*>), then ^an converges.
Another theorem of this type is due to M. Riesz (see, e.g. [9, p. 64 After recalling some well known facts in summability theory we shall relax the assumptions on f(z) in the Theorems A and B and prove a theorem which contains both as special cases. The condition about the behavior of COMPLEX TAUBERIAN THEOREMS FOR POWER SERIES 49 f(z) in Si is thereby localized to a smaller region S2 in the neighborhood of 2=1 which is the smallest possible in a certain sense. In §4 other regions are taken instead of S2.
In § §5 and 6 we assume that/(z) = ¿lanzn has a positive radius of convergence and that z = 1 lies on the boundary of the region of F-summability associated with/(z).
In analogy to the above theorems we infer conclusions from the behavior of /(z) in the neighborhood of z = 1 to the behavior of Vis). In an extended sense these theorems are also complex Tauberian Meyer-König are useful for the analytic continuation of power series. Assume that a series ^,a" with partial sums s"= ^"_0 a, is given and that the associated power series/(z) = 22anzn has a positive radius of convergence.
a. The method Ep (Euler-Knopp) with fixed parameter ¿» (0<¿< oo) is defined by the triangular matrix (Ep) with elements
The Ep-transformation of the sequence s" is therefore the new sequence Ep(n;sr) =-¿( n )(2"-1)"-% (n = 0, 1, • • • ) 2P" 3 \v / and we say that E^-lim s" = s (or Ep-^2an = s) if ïim"^x Ep(n; s") =s.
For our purposes another definition of the E,,-transformation of the sequence sn is more suitable. Letting w (2.2) z = fa(w) = 2p -(2v -\)w and developing f(z) into powers of w we obtain a power series
which is convergent in the neighborhood of w = 0. It is easy to prove that A , (a'" = 2( 2.3) Ep(n; sy) = ¿_, a* where < ,
Hence Ep-^a" exists if and only if ^2a" converges, and E^-lim a" = 0 is necessary for the existence of Ep-^a".
(Here we use the fact that Ep(n; a"+i) -»0 («->«>) is equivalent to Ep(n; av)->0 («-»«>).) If the method Ep is applied to X)a"zn for different values of z, one obtains 50 DIETER GAIER [July a region ®Ep in the z-plane in the interior of which the power series is £p-summable to the value/(z), whereas it is certainly not summable for any z which lies outside of &ep. On the boundary of &ep no general statement can be made and the situation is somewhat similar to the situation on the boundary of the circle of convergence of a power series. 
-
Hence Sa-^a" exists if and only if 5Za» converges, and 5a-lim a" = 0 is necessary for the existence of Sa-/.a".
In the application to power series the situation here is slightly more complicated than in a and b. The region of 5"-summability has not been investigated in full but it is known that the regularity of f(z) in §tSa = S(l/(2-a)) is necessary for the existence of Sa-^,a" (again assuming the regularity of f(z) at z = a). Szász showed [l, pp. 485-486] that in Theorem B the region Si can be replaced by another region which has a finite number of corners on \z\ =1 instead of one as in the case of Si('). We show in Theorem 1 that the assumptions on f(z) can be localized completely to a neighborhood of z= 1 if the condition a"-»0 (»-+oo) is added.
Let 52 be the region Then ^a" = s if A-XIa» = s, i.e. if linw^o f(z) -s.
Remarks, a. Theorem 1 contains the Theorems A and B and also Szász's extension of Theorem B. The conditions an->0 (»->») and ^4-^a" = s are both necessary for ^an = s, together they are sufficient for 2^a" = s if f(z) fulfills the above conditions. b. Let 7í=(ei*o, er**») be a closed subarc of \z\ =1 within \z-1| <50. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1 the series ^a"zn converges for z=\ and Theorem A assures its convergence for every other z on K. We extend Theorem 1 by proving the uniform convergence of (3.1) on K. tof(e'*) for \<p\ S4>i, we get I s"(4>) -/(«*) I S I sM -<r"(0) I + I <r"(</>) -fie**) \ < e for n>n2 and all <p in \<p\ S<t>i-Since for </> with </>i = \(f>\ S4>o the uniform convergence of ^2anein't' follows from an extension of Theorem A due to M. Riesz [15, p. 90] , the proof of Theorem 2 is completed provided (3.4) is true. For the proof of (3.4) we apply a method of M. Riesz [15] , choosing the numbers bi = b\(<p) and b2 = b2(4>) such that 77(zi) =H(z2) =0 for 77(z) = Z7(z, <t>) =--+ h + b2z.
(z -e1*)2
One finds that bi(<j>) and b2(<p) are bounded for \<j>\ S<bi. Therefore using (3.3) and an->0 («-►<») we obtain
Jc.zHze1*)2 so that it remains now to show that r f(z)H(z)dz (3.6) lim j -LLL-IjL^ = 0)
n->» / a Z"
uniformly for \<p\ S4>i-But by Theorem A the series ^,a"zn converges for zt and Z2 and therefore uniformly on C2 so that r f(z)H(z)dz r I -= ¿_ a> I z"-"H(z)dz
Ci which is a matrix transformation of the zero-sequence a,. We have to show 
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Integrating twice by parts we get for v9án -l,V9ín -2
Since Hiz)=Hiz, fa is regular in the finite z-plane except for z = e{* where \fa\ ^fa, we can replace the path C2 by the arc: \<f>\ ^arc Zi of the unit circle.
For z on this arc the function Hiz) and its first and second derivatives with respect to z are bounded, uniformly for \fa\ ^fa, by a constant L\, say. Therefore
+ 2t
\ c",\ S Liiv j¿ n -1; v 9e n -2), (c -n + 1)(»» -n + 2) uniformly for \fa\ ^fa, which proves (3.7). But obviously c»,"_i and c","_2 are uniformly bounded for \fa\ ^fa, by a constant L2, say, so that
2£2 + 2Li(2 + 2tt) which proves (3.8) and therefore completes the proof of Theorems 1 and 2. 4. Weaker assumptions on/(z). Until now our assumptions on /(z) concerned its behavior in the regions S\ and S2, whose boundaries have an osculation of first order with \z\ =1 at z = l. The question arises what can be said in the case that S\ and S2 are substituted by the regions S3 and Si, whose boundaries have an osculation of second order with \z\ =1 at z= 1 :
(\z\ < R, R > 1 11 z -1 ! < 5o, So > 0 .
Ss: i ; S4: < , ' (a -s -e^).
{I z I < 1 + Co<f>2, Co > 0 ( I z I < 1 + co<i»2, Co > 0
In the neighborhood of z = 1 the boundaries of S3 and Si behave like a circle which touches \z\ =1 exteriorly at z = l. First we remark that it is impossible to substitute Si by S3 in Theorem B or S2 by Si in Theorem 1. For there exist power series which define a function /(z) regular in S3 and continuous in S3 and which are not even F-summable for z= 1 [5, p. 331]; by V we denote in this paragraph any of the methods
Ep (0<¿<<x>), B, Sa (0<a<l).
We shall show, however, that the following modifications of Theorems B and 1 are true.
Theorem 3. // (3.1) is regular in S3 and continuous in S3, then ^,a" converges provided that V-"%2an exists i4). This is a V-»Ä%Theorem i"K" standing for "convergence") under complex Tauberian conditions. Proof. We restrict ourselves to the proof of the case of Ep-summability. According to §2, a the question is whether the series ^añwn representing Fiw) =fifa,iw)) with fa,iw) =w/i2p -(2P -l)w) converges for w=l. We shall
show that for Fiw) = ^añ wn all the assumptions of Theorem 1 are fulfilled. (a) The image of the region S2 in the z-plane under w = faliz) is a region in the w-plane whose boundary has an exterior osculation of order one with |w| =1 at w=l. Hence Fiw) (which by (*) is regular in \w\ <1) is regular and bounded in some region S2 in the w-plane.
(b) We have a"'->0 (»-»») since Ep-lim a" = 0 ( §2, a).
(c) Finally lim w.i_0 E(w)=limf^i_0/(z) =J. Hence, by Theorem 1, ¿£a"' =s, i.e. Ep-^an = s. If/(z) is regular at the point 3=1 on the boundary of the region of summability, Theorem 5 yields analogues to Theorem A of the introduction.
The proof of Theorem 5 is based upon the following idea. Suppose that certain assumptions on Fiw) = ^,a"wn allow one to draw conclusions about X^a"' , and we "transform" these assumptions on/(z) by z = fa,iw). Then from the "transformed" assumptions on /(z) we can conclude to X)a>>' and therefore to Ep-^a", since Ep-~^2,an behaves like ^a"'.
Following are two more examples of this general principle. Proof of Theorem 6. We restrict ourselves to the case of Ep-summability.
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The assumptions on/(z) imply that F(w) = ¿^a¿wn is regular in | w| <1 and continuous in |w| =T whence by a known result of M. Riesz [15, Obviously this result and the corollary overlap, i.e. neither one is included in the other (6) .
We can combine the above corollary with Theorem 3 :
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Let $1 and S2 be two circular regions whose bounding circles touch \z\ =1 at z=l exteriorly and interiorly, respectively. Assume that /(z) = ^anzn is regular in Si, continuous in Si and strongly continuous for z->1 in S2 {i.e., /(z)=s +o((l-z)') (»7>0), uniformly for z-+1 ¿m S2). EAera ^a" = 5.
For the proof note that S2 is one of the regions of the set $tEp, ®b, Ss". 6. Tauberian theorems asserting 5-summability.
In this last section we shall deal with a power series (6.1) /(*) = X>»*"
with positive radius of convergence, for which z= 1 lies on the boundary of its Fig. 2 region of J3-summability. This implies the regularity of /(z) in SB. The section will be divided into three parts. In part A we prove the analogue to Theorem 1, deriving the 5-summability of ^a" from assumptions on/(z) in the neighborhood of z=l. Also given are sufficient conditions on /(z) which imply B-\\m a" = 0. Part B contains a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of B-^a" and analogues to Theorems 6 and 7 are derived. Finally in part C a theorem of Obrechkoff is discussed.
Part A. where we let i/<(¿) = e-'<p(t) =e~' £>" (tn/n\)=B(t; an) for ¿^0. The integral 7(f) exists for f >0 and has the limit s for f-»0, so that by a Tauberian theorem for Laplace-integrals (see for example [6, p. 164] ) it is sufficient to show that f^^dt is a slowly oscillating function. We shall show that 
